1
B2g X(F~)-2_ 2g ~(1 -2g)=4g~g_ 1 ) (g > 1).
Again this may be interpreted as the Euler characteristic of ~/F~ = J/~, thought of as an orbifold.
(2g-1) ! Note that ~(1-2g)~(-1) ~ 22g 1 rc2~, SO that )~(Fg 1) grows very rapidly in absolute value and alternately takes on positive and negative values. This implies that the Betti numbers of any torsion-free subgroup of finite index in F~ ~ grow very rapidly with g (more than exponentially). To make a similar statement about F~ 1 itself, we would like to know its true Euler characteristic, i.e. the number e{Fgl)=~(-1)'dimH,(F~l;ll~). We will show in w how to deduce a formula for e(~ 1) from the formula for Z(F~I), tabulate these numbers for small g, and show that e(Fg 1) and Z(Fg ~) are asymptotically equal; we will also give analogous results for Fg. However, the formulas for e(Fg ~) and e(Fg) are much more complicated than those for Z(F~ ~) and Z(~) and will not be stated here. The fact that e(Fg)~Z(F~) implies that the Betti numbers of F~ grow more than exponentially and that Fg has a lot of homology in dimensions congruent to g-1 modulo 2. The known constructions of homology classes for Fg [9, 10] yield only even-dimensional classes and give far fewer than our theorem indicates must be present. Analogy with the situation for Sp(2g;Z), where z(Sp(2g; Z))= ~(-1) ~(-3)... {(1 -2g) [6] and yet the stable cohomology is The formula for Z(Fg 1) will follow from two other theorems, which we now state.
For every positive integer n>0 let ~, denote a fixed 2n-gon with its sides labeled S~ ..... $2, consecutively around its boundary. For g>0 denote by eg(n) the number of ways of grouping the sides S~ ..... $2, into n pairs (each Si occuring in one and only one pair) so that if each side is identified to the side it is paired to in such a way that the resulting surface is orientable, then that surface has genus g. Also define 2g(n) to be the number of such groupings which do not contain a configuration of the form *** ) O or (1 **o **.
Fig. 1
The number eg(n) is non-zero only for n>2g, while 2,(n) is non-zero only for 2g<n<6g-3. We will prove:
6,-3 (_ 1)"-1 2g(n). Since it is not hard to express ~,g(n) in terms of e,(n), these two results permit one to calculate x(F~I); the result is the formula given above.
The proof of Theorem 1 is topological: it makes use of a contractible CW complex Y on which Fg I acts cellularly and virtually freely; the number (-1)"-' 2n 2g(n) is the contribution to x(Fg 1) of the cells of Y of dimension 6g-3 -n. The proof of Theorem 2 is combinatorial and rather indirect: We express the sum Table 1 n g e~(n) n g e,(n) n g e,(n) The numbers eg(n). 0<g<n/2 n ;tg('0 n 2g (n)   g=l   g=2   g=3   2  1  g= 3  13  1069068  3  l  14  350350  4  21  15  50050   5  168  g=4  8  225225  6  483  9  6236802  7  651  10  71110611  8  420  11  456842386  9  105  12  1882237357  6  1485  13  5321436120  14  10718815107  7  25443  15  15679314651  8  173008  9  635470  16  16740147996  17  12934346997  10  1418835  18  7051674630  11  2023505  12  1859858  19  2575267695  20  565815250  21 56581525 The numbers .~(n). 2g__<n<6g-3 C(n,k)= ~ ~(n)k ~ O=<g=<n/2 as an integral over the k2-dimensional space of k • k hermitian matrices and use some invariance properties of this integral to show that C(n, k) equals (2n -1). (2n-3) .....5.3.1 times a polynomial of degree k-1 in n; this polynomial is then identified from certain qualitative properties of the numbers eg(n). It would be nice to have a direct proof of Theorem 2. In particular, the formula of Theorem 2 implies, and is implied by, the recursion (n+ 1) ~(n)=(4n -2) ~g(n-1)+ (2n-1)(n-1)(2n-3) ~_ 1 (n-2)
Oust differentiate with respect to x in Theorem 2); if one could give a direct geometrical proof of this recursion, one could circumvent many of the calculations in this paper.
A table of the values eg(n) (n< 12) and 2g(n) (g<4) is given on page 3. 
where F is a torsion-free subgroup of finite index and z(F) is the usual Euler characteristic of any K(F, 1) [14] . This is defined because ~1 has finite homological type (see, e.g. [8] ). Suppose that Y is a CW-complex of dimension n on which Fg I acts cellularly such that the stabilizer of each cell of Y is a finite group (Y is then called a proper Fg~-complex). Suppose further that the number of orbits of p-cells is finite for each p and that {aip} is a set of representatives for these orbits. Then we have the following formula of Quillen ( [13] ,
where IGi~l denotes the order of the stabilizer of ap.
We now define one such complex Y. Fix the surface F and the basepoint p. Let cq ..... e be a family of simple closed curves in F which intersect at p and nowhere else. Suppose that no e~ is null-homotopic and no two e~ are homotopic rel p (this implies that n<6g-3). The isotopy class of e 1 ..... e, is called an arc-system of rank n-1 in F. Define a simplicial complex A of dimension 6g-4 by taking an n-1 simplex (el .... ,e,) for each rank n-1 arc-system and identifying (el, ..., e,) as a face of (fl~ .... ,/3,.) if there are representatives {c~i}, {flj} of the isotopy classes with {e~} ~ {flj}. A cellular action of the group F~ ~ is defined by setting I'f]" (o~ 1 ..... ~.) = (f(cq) .... , f(%)).
A family of curves ~1 ..... c% representing a rank n-1 arc-system is said to fill up F if each component of F-{cti} is a 2-cell. Let A s, cA be the subcomplex of all simplices <cq ..... e,) such that cq .... , c~ do not fill up F. The action of F~ 1 on A preserves A~, so F~ 1 acts on A-A~.
In 117] it is proved that the simplicial complex A is contractible, and the argument applies directly to show that A-A~ is also contractible. Another proof follows from the beautiful fact that A-A~, is actually Fg~-equivariantly homeomorphic to ~1. A proof of this due to Mumford, based on a result of Strebel concerning quadratic differentials, is given in [8] . Another proof, based on an idea of Thurston and using hyperbolic geometry, is given in [3] (see also 1111]). The complex Y we need is the "dual" to A; its existence is based on the fact that A-A~ is a manifold. Explicitly, Y has a 6g-3-n cell for each n-1 cell <el .... ,c%) of A such that the cs fill up F, and <~1 ..... ~,) is a face of <[~1 ..... [Jm) when there are representatives {flj} ~ {c~i}. The reason that the arcsystems which define Y must fill up F is explained in [8] ; the point is that the link in A of a cell in A~ is contractible while that of a cell in A-A~ is spherical. Since it takes at least 2g curves to fill up F, Y has dimension 4g-3. The contractibility of Y follows from that of A-A~.
We now apply formula (1) to Y to prove Theorem 1. The dual to an arcsystem cq ..... % which fills up F is a graph ~cF with one vertex in each component of F-{c~} and one edge transverse to each ~. Splitting F along f2 gives a 2n-gon ~, with its center at p. F is then identified with ~',/~ where is an identification of the edges of ~, in pairs; the family e~ ..... % is easily recovered as in the example of Fig. 2 .
It is easy to see that the only restrictions on the identifications which may arise are:
Condition A: no edge may be identified with its neighbor, Condition B: no adjacent pair of edges may be identified to another such pair in reverse order.
In A the dual edge would be null-homotopic and in B the dual edges would be homotopic rel p. These conditions are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
As in the introduction, let 2g(n) be the number of ways of identifying the edges of a fixed 2n-gon ~, in pairs so that the resulting surface is orientable of genus g and A and B are satisfied. We now prove Theorem 1.
The pairings of the edges of ~, occuring in the count for 2g(n) may be partitioned into equivalence classes, two pairings being equivalent if they differ by a rotation of ~',. For example, 22(4)=21 and there are four classes, two of eight elements, one of four and one of one (Fig. 3) . In this section we assume Theorem 2 giving e,g(n) and deduce the main theorem. We have two tasks:
(i) to find the relationship between eg(n) and 2g(n),
(ii) to calculate ~(-1)"-1 2g(n)/2n. Part (i) will be done in two steps: Define pg(n) to be the number of identifications of ~, which give a surface of genus g and satisfy condition A; then we will relate eg(n) to #g(n) and #g(n) to 2g(n). Specifically, we have: 
be three sequences related by
and suppose that e(n) has the form
(n) is zero for n = 0 or n sufficiently large) and equals F(O).
For the sequences e=eg, ~t=gg, 2=2g (g>l), the equations (2) are the content of Lemma 1. Here the conclusion that 2(n)=0 for n=0 or n sufficiently large is uninteresting since we know for geometric reasons that 2g(n)=0 unless 2g<n<6g-3. On the other hand, the number Z of the lemma equals )~(F~ 1) by Theorem 1, and Theorem 2 gives (3) with 
, if F(n) is divisible by (n-1).(n-2).....(n-no)
, then p and 2 also vanish for n<no; this is the case for e=eg with no=2g-1.) To see that the sequence {2(n)} terminates and to compute Z, we introduce a fourth sequence of numbers {~c(n)} as follows: Since F(n)/(n+l) is a polynomial, say of degree d-l, it can be written as a linear combination of the polynomials 1, n-l, (n-1)(n-2), ...,(n-1)(n-2) r! 9 ...-(n-d+l). Write the coefficient of (n-1).....(n-r+l) as ~;U~v ~c(r) ( r, )
the factor ~-r~. is included for convenience . Thus
with the usual convention =0 for n < r. The relationships between t( and (n --r) ! ~:, z and It, and/t and 2 can be expressed most conveniently by introducing the generating functions Indeed,
=r=l ~ ~(r)" xr --
= j>_Z ~ ~U) ~J I/~ 
Combining these three formulas gives
Since K is a polynomial (of degree d) with constant term 0, this shows that L is also a polynomial (of degree 2d-l) with constant term 0, proving the first assertion of the lemma. As to the value of Z, we find
as desired. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Note that the •'s give the best coding of the information contained in the four equivalent series ~, #, 2 and ~, since the d numbers K(r) determine the 2d -1 values 2(n) and the infinitely many values /~(n) and e(n). In the case of interest to us, namely e=eg, #=/~g, 2=2~, all four sequences vanish for n<2g, and d=3g-1, so that the g numbers ~c(2g) ..... ~c(3g-l) suffice to describe the 4g-2 numbers 2g(2g) ..... 2g(6g-3) and all the eg(n), n>2g. We give a small For fixed n, the numbers eg(n) are non-zero only for O<g<n/2. We take these as the coefficients of a polynomial . Indeed, if we first do the identification z, the number of inequivalent vertices is n+ 1-2g, where g is the genus of the resulting surface (because the surface has a cell-decomposition with one 2-cell and n 1-cells) and these can be colored in k n+l-zg ways.
The functions C(n, k) and eg(n) clearly determine each other. We will prove the following result. c(n,k)=c(n,k-1)+c(n-l,k)+c(n-l,k-1) (n, k>0)
The recursion makes it easy to compute a table of values of c(n, k):
We can also use (4) to get closed formulae for c(n, k), either by multiplying (l +x~ k the binomial expansions of (1 +x) k and (1-x) -k or by writing \~! as 2x \k 1 +~) and expanding by the binomial theorem:
To see the equivalence of the two definitions of c(n, k) in the theorem, note that the coefficients defined by (4) clearly satisfy the given boundary conditions, while the recursion follows from
Theorem 3 will be proved in w Here we show how it implies Theorem 2. Differentiating n +~ -2"(n + 1) ! can be written
The equivalence of Theorems 2 and 3 is now obvious. w 4. An integral formula for C(n, k)
In this section we carry out the heart of the combinatorial part of this paper, the evaluation of the numbers C(n, k). Recall that C(n, k) counts pairs (q~, ~)
consisting of a k-coloring ~b of the vertices of ~, and a compatible edgeidentification ~. Performing first T and then q~ gave the formula y' e~(n)k "+t 2g (n even) has the same meaning as in w 3. Thus and therefore, setting t = r 2 and shifting to polar coordinates,
a.mn ! =--1 25= ~r. ei.Or,.e_i,.Ordrd 0 o o =1 ~' ~ (x+iy).(x_iy)me_X2 Y2dxdy" -oo -oo
Similarly the function (n-1)!! (n even) can be represented by n 1 because Z is hermitian.) Combining this formula with (6) and (7), we obtain: 
F(Z)d#u=~. ~ ~ F(u-ltu)H(ti--tj)2dPA\vdl~T
Hk
Tk dk\Uk i<j
for any integrable function F on Hk; the proposition follows by specializing to the case where F is Uk-invariant, with
1

Ak\Uk
This volume can be computed by integrating e ~t"xtx) over Mk(~ ) and observing that any XzMk(~ ) can be uniquely decomposed as the product of a unitary and an upper triangular matrix. Alternatively, we can obtain c a by taking F(Z)=e 89 in Proposition2 and evaluating on the right by a formula of Selberg. The result is as given in the proposition.
Combining Propositions 1 and 2 we get
C(n,k)=c'k ~ (t~+...+t~")e-~(q+'"+'~) [I (ti-ty dtl...dt k R k l <i <j<k
with Ck=2 -k/2 rC -k2/2 C k. Since the function e--~t, ~ H(ti-tj) 2 is symmetric in all the tl, we can replace 2. 2, 2, t x +...+tg by ktx without changing the value of the integral. Expand ~I(t~-t) z as a monic polynomial in tl, say For r = k-1, c~k, r can be evaluated by Proposition 2:
Since (2n + 2r-1)!! equals (2n-1)!! times a monic polynomial in 2n of degree r, this proves
where c'(n,k) is a polynomial in n of degree k-1 with leading term --
It remains only to identify this polynomial as c(n, k).
(k-l)!" To do this, we let Co(n,k) be the number of pairs (~,z) consisting of a surjective k-coloring ~b and a compatible edge coloring z of ~,, i,e. Co(n, k) is defined like C(n, k) but with the extra requirement that all k colors are used.
Since any k-coloring uses exactly 1 colors for some I< k, and these colors may be chosen in exactly (kl) ways, wehave C(n, k)= ~ (kl) Co(n, 1). (10) 
1=0
This can be inverted to give
Hence (9) gives
/k\ whereco(n,k)=~(-1)k-l{i}c'(n,l ) is again a polynomial of degree k-1 inn \l! (2n)k 1 with leading term (k-1)~' But Co(n, k) vanishes for k<n+l since no identification z of ~, has more than n+l inequivalent vertices (the number of inequivalent vertices was n+ 1-2g, where g is the genus of ~ and hence no coloring compatible with r can involve more than n+ 1 colors). Therefore which (by (5)) is equivalent to the assertion of Theorem 3. This completes the proof of Theorem 3 and hence of Theorem 2 and the Main Theorem. Note that if we had used Proposition 2 without knowing the constant before the integral, then the same argument would have proved the formula with some constants 7z depending only on I. This formula with n fixed and k variable gives kn+ 1
(2n-l)!! in view of the definition of C(n,k), this means that Co(n ) -(n+l)! )',+1; and the proof that 7, + ~ = 2" (and consequently that C (n, k) = (2 n -1) ! ! c (n, k)) could have been completed by using the direct computation of eo(n ) which we will give in w 5.
w 5. Interlude: Recursions for %(n)
In this section we discuss some recursion formulas which have a geometric origin. In principle these recursions determine eg(n); unfortunately we were not able to solve them in closed form.
Let Fo ~ be a compact surface of genus 0 with k boundary components and divide the ith boundary component into n i edges. We define f~(n I .... , nk) to be the number of ways of identifying these edges to obtain a closed, orientable, connected surface of genus g. Clearly fg(n 1 ..... nk) is symmetric in the variables, f~(n I .... , nk)=0 unless n 1 + ... +n k is even, and fg(2n)=eg(n). Let ~1 be the first boundary component of F and let e~ be a fixed edge in (?i. If el is identified to another edge ej of ~1 which is separated from it by j -1 other edges the result is a surface of genus 0 with k+ 1 boundary components having j-1, n~ -j-1, n 2 ..... n k edges respectively. If e 1 is identified to an edge on the ith boundary component, i> 1, the result has genus 1 and k-1 boundary components with n~ +ng-2, n 2 ..... fig .. 
The recursion then implies
Using the initial condition co(0)= 1, this may be solved to show eo(n ) is the n th Catalan number C(n)=(znn)/(n+l); indeed, the recursion translates immediately to the formula e(x)=l +xe(x) 2 for the generating frunction e(x) = 2 eo(n) x~, so e(x)-l -l/i-4x _ 2 C(n)x" by the binomial theorem.
,~o 2x ,~0 More generally, one sees by induction that s 1 ..... rig) vanishes if more than 2g of the n i are odd. Thus for g=l there are two cases, according as none or two of the n i are odd, for g=2 there are three cases, etc. For genus one we find
The formulas for higher genus are considerably more complicated and we were not able to give a direct proof of Theorem 2 in this way. where the sum is taken over all conjugacy classes (a) of elements of finite order in F. The mapping class groups Fg s are well-known to be virtually torsion-free (see, e.g. [8] ) 9 Furthermore it is shown in [8] that F S for s> 1 is geometrically WFL (when s= 1 an example of a Fgl-complex is the complex Y of section 1). An alternative proof of this which works for all s > 0 goes as follows.
Let JC/j be the moduli space of all isometry classes of hyperbolic metrics (complete, finite area) on a surface F of genus g with s punctures 9 Also let 3~ S be the Teichmtiller space of all equivalence classes of marked hyperbolic metrics on F. Then Fg S acts properly discontinuously on 3-~ ~ with quotient ~. A result of Mumford (see e.g. [1] ) says that for all e>0, the subspace j//j(a)c~'j of all metrics for which the length of every closed geodesic is at least a is compact. Furthermore, for e small enough ~'~(e) is a deformation retract of ~'~.
Let ~-~g~(a) be the inverse image of JC/g(a) in ~-~, so that F~ " acts on ~(e) with quotient Jgg(e). Choose a finite triangulation of/r162 which is compatible with the stratification of J/gj by symmetry types; that is, if A is an open ksimplex of JC/j and [X1] , [Xz] are points of A, then the symmetry groups of the surfaces X1, X 2 are the same. This triangulation will then lift to ~(e) which becomes the complex desired. Hence F~ ~ is geometrically WFL for all g, s (actually, this proof requires 2g-2 + s > 0; the other cases are well-known). Now, in order to apply Brown's theorem to F = Fg ~ or Fg I we must compute the centralizers of elements of finite order in F and show they are geometrically WFL. Consider Fg 1 first and let ~r have finite order. A result of Nielsen [12] It is easy to see that the existence of the data {h, k, s, n i, ~o} satisfying (12) To put this all together, fix the orbifold B and let A be the collection of conjugacy classes (a) with a the isotopy class of a mapf with F/f isomorphic to B as an orbifold. Normalize by setting r o = 1 ; then
Since a character is determined by its value on H l(Bo), the cardinality of f2 B Theorems 4 and 5 are already sufficient to compute e(F~ 1) and e(F~) numerically. The computation of e(F~ 1) for g=<3 is illustrated in Table 2 (here we list the l i in increasing order and include a multiplicity to count the permutations). As g grows, however, the number of terms to be considered becomes very large, so we would like to have closed formulas for the functions N 1 and N. [ I c(k, l,, d) .
These formulas can be used to calculate N and N 1 rapidly. Substituting the above expressions for c(k, 1, d), we find
We can simplify further by noting that the expressions in the sums are multiplicative in d, so that the sums can be written as products over prime divisors of k, viz. However, it is not clear whether these remarks can be used to simplify the power series on the right-hand side of Theorem 4' and, in particular, to show directly that its coefficients are integers. For Fg the situation is similar but more complicated. Here we find In general the terms of Theorems 4 or 5 with k= 1 give numbers X(F~I), Z(F~) which grow roughly like gZg (the exact asymptotic formulas were given in the introduction), while the terms with k>2 grow roughly like gZg/k. Thus for F =F~ or Fg ~ the formula for e(F) consists of a very large main term z(F) and an error term of about half as many digits. In particular e(F)~z(F), so the Euler characteristics of both Fg and Fg' grow more than exponentially rapidly with g and take on positive and negative values infinitely often, indicating that F~ and F~ 1 have some very large Betti numbers and that these occur in both odd and even dimensions.
